Abstract. Conditions are investigated under which a proper leaf has a trivally foliated, saturated neighborhood.
Definition. A surface L has the weak C'-stability property if, whenever L is homeomorphic to a proper leaf of a C foliation ®s, such that the germinal holonomy group of the leaf is trivial, then that leaf admits an open, ^-saturated neighborhood U, fibered over R by 5] U.
In [In] , it was shown (essentially) that the plane has the C '-stability property and it was announced that every surface with finitely generated fundamental group has the weak C '-stability property. This condition on the fundamental group implies that the surface has only finitely many ends and finitely many handles (for the concept of "ends", see [A-S] , [Ri] , [C-Cl] , etc.).
For C2 foliations, these results generalize considerably.
Theorem 1. Every orientable surface with at most countably many ends and finitely many handles has the weak C2-stability property.
Theorem 2. Every orientable surface with at most countably many ends and no handles has the C2-stability property.
Remarks. (1) By the constructive proof of [C-Cl, Theorem 2], the condition in Theorem 2 does not imply the C'-stability property. In fact, the cylinder is not C '-stable.
(2) It is easy to construct an example showing that the surface with two ends, both nonplanar (hence with infinitely many handles), does not have the weak (3) As was shown in [C-Cl, (6.2)] an impressively large array of surfaces satisfying the conditions of our theorems actually occur as proper leaves in suitable C °° foliations of all closed, orientable 3-manifolds.
(4) The countability condition on the endset is probably essential in both theorems. We have an example in which the surface with a Cantor set of ends and no handles appears as a nonstable, proper leaf with trivial germinal holonomy, but it is not clear that the construction can be C2-smoothed.
(5) While the notion of "handle" (a closed, nonseparating submanifold of codimension one) is defined in higher dimensions, it is not possible to generalize Theorem 2 to higher dimensions. Examples constructed in [C-C4, §4] give, for each integer « > 3, «-dimensional manifolds with one end and no handles, appearing as proper leaves with nontrivial germinal holonomy in suitable closed, C "-foliated (n + l)-manifolds.
(6) In higher dimensions (but not in higher codimensions) it seems reasonable to conjecture that, whenever itx(L) is finitely generated and 77 X(L; R) = 0, then L will have the C2-stability property. Indeed, a theorem claimed by P. Dippolito [Dil, Theorem 4] and subsequently disclaimed by him [Di2], would imply, via the result of W. Thurston [Th] , [R-S], [Sch] , that such a leaf is C'-stable. Dippolito's theorem claims weak C0+-stability for manifolds with finitely generated fundamental group, and we know of no counterexample.3
Proofs of the theorems. By [C-C3, (4.0)], a proper leaf L is necessarily at finite level and has closure a finite union of local minimal sets X¡. Clearly no X¡ can be of locally dense type. By [Du] , if some X¡ is of exceptional type, the endset S (L) will contain a copy of the Cantor set. Thus, the countability of & (L) implies that each X¡ is a proper leaf. By [C-C3, (6.0)], such a leaf L has polynomial growth and finite type (also, cf. [Ts] ).
Since L is a proper leaf with nonexponential growth, the amputation process of [C-C2, §7] can be applied. This changes the ambient 3-manifold M and the foliation 'S', and it replaces L by the surface obtained by adjoining to L all of its isolated planar ends. Remark that all ends of L are planar under our hypotheses; hence the fact that L is of finite type enables us to iterate the amputation process a finite number of times so as to produce a new C2-foliated 3-manifold M* in which the original leaf L has been transformed into a compact leaf L* of the new foliation W*.
In the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the compact leaf L* has trivial germinal holonomy; hence standard Reeb stability implies that L* has an "iF*-saturated neighborhood U*, fibered over R by <3*\U*.
In the hypotheses of Theorem 2, L* will be homeomorphic to S2 and standard Reeb stability implies that 'S* fibers M* over Sx.
In both cases, the sequence of amputations is reversed by a finite sequence of foliated surgeries. In each surgery, one first inserts Reeb components along finitely many closed transversals in the standard way. Then the interiors of some of these 3T. Inaba has recently constructed a counterexample to Dippolito's theorem in dimension five.
Reeb components are deleted and some of the resulting toral faces are glued together pairwise. To the remaining toral faces are glued suitably foliated 3-manifolds having toral boundary leaves. It is easy to follow a finite iteration of such processes back to the original foliated manifold so as to verify the conclusions of the respective theorems.
